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Art in MY Pocket for Forever
Inclusion!
26 artists and a little book to put them into
for access and conversation
These 26 artist are not white and male, they are not from the
western cannon, they are not oppressive, nor are they artist without a
voice. Students need to know how to express their own voice, they need
to understand how to find their voice and they need strong leaders to
help them do this research and art making.

The elephantworkstudio.com
Making my own art, teaching by making, processing by
making, example by making—- you can see my work on my site.
Make art with your students! Make art alone but NEVER STOP
making! As a teaching artist I must say that I will never stop
making—as a wife and mother, I unapologetically make art
revolving about these themes. Why as a woman must I be
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apologetic about the roles I have chosen in life? As an artist within
the fun, exciting and talent strong group of “other” I share my
voice!
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The 26 artists:
1.

Judy Chicago

The Dinner Party

Feminist pedagogy goals: effect social change; envision teaching as a political
act; view knowledge as value-laden; value personal experience and selfrepresentation; provide avenues for multivocality, and lead collaboratively in
participatory environments.
-feminist participatory pedagogy
-plan to allow the voice of “Other”
-teaching is political
Retrieved from: https://judychicago.arted.psu.edu/
And https://news.artnet.com/exhibitions/the-brooklyn-museum-judy-chicago-dinnerparty-1131506
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The award—https://judychicago.arted.psu.edu/award/
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2. Kehinde Wiley—
—-putting

—-his work

men of African

confronts

decent in

sociopolitical

positions/poses of

histories relevant to

power like western

the world

cannon
—his works is
meant to disturb
and interrupt

A new Republic collection..
Retrieved from: http://kehindewiley.com/works/
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-Martinez’s works exemplify a collaborative approach to art.
-She learned how to make pottery from female family members, worked alongside her sisters
(who often painted designs on her earliest pieces of pottery), and subsequently trained three
generations of her family in the art form.
-Martinez and her husband, painter Julian Martinez, developed their distinctive black-on-black
designs around 1918. Julian rendered birds and serpents or stylized geometric forms that
complement the robust forms of his wife’s pottery.
-Despite achieving great prominence, Maria Martinez eschewed the Western notion of the
isolated artistic genius, stating: “I just thank God because [my work is] not only for me; it’s for
all the people. I said to my God, the Great Spirit, Mother Earth gave me this luck. So I’m not
going to keep it.”
Retrieved form : https://nmwa.org/works/martinez-jar

4. NORVAL MORRISSEAU
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Cycles, Detroit Institute of arts, oil on canvas, 1985
-Norval Morrisseau is one of the most original and important artists this country (Canada) has
ever produced. He is also one of Canada's most internationally known artists.
-Morrisseau was the first to paint his people's cultural heritage, faithfully handed down by oral
tradition. As a result of his work, the Woodland Indian school of art evolved.
-He is the sole originator of the style. Norval was the first Native artist in the United States as
well as Canada to paint in that unique style.
http://bearclawgallery.com/artists/norval-morrisseau/

5.

Kara Walker
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-In the 1990s, American artist Kara Walker revived the art of the cut-paper
silhouette, popular in nineteenth-century portraiture.
-Walker transformed this medium to suit her more transgressive aims, using the
spare elegance of the black forms to depict scatological and sexually explicit
tableaux set in the Civil War South.
-Walker uses humor and horror to address cultural issues of race, gender, and
power. Her characters are drawn from stereotypes and engage in taboo acts of sex,
violence, and debasement.
-African/American, a linoleum-cut print, conflates lyrical lines and disturbing
content to elicit a range of emotions and reactions. Walker described the seminude
figure as "your essentialist-token slave maiden in midair.”
https://www.theartstory.org/artist-walker-kara.htm

6. KEN GONZALES-DAY
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-I began this project by trying to assemble the most complete record of lynching in California
that I could, and I was particularly interested in discovering how nineteenth century conceptions
of difference might have obscured the fact that, when taken collectively, Native Americans,
African Americans, Chinese immigrants, and Latinos, fell victim to the mob’s anger more often
than persons of Anglo or European descent in the second half of the 19th century.
-The series serves as a physical testimony to my attempts to visit over 300 of the lynching sites
in California.
-Many of the exact locations were never recorded, but I went looking for them anyway, in some
cases, finding the old jail house, or a landmark described in the accounts. In other cases, there
were no evidence or proof, which to say that the photographic images might be said to give
agency to the trees, many of which were recorded as being California Native Oaks and can live
to be 400 years old. They are silent witnesses to the mobs and vigilantes that passed beneath their
“green-leafed gallows.”1
1 Louise Amelia Knapp Smith Clappe , The Shirley letters: From the California Mines, 1851-52.
Retrieved from the artist’s website: http://kengonzalesday.com/hang-trees/
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7. AMY

SHERALD

-She won first place in
the Smithsonian’s
National Portrait
Gallery Outwin
Boochever Portrait
Competition, making
her the first woman
and African American
to win the top prize.

-The racializing schema of Sherald’s work is to “exclude the idea of color as race,” she has said,
in her artist’s statement. To Sherald, the photorealistic depiction of race—a quality determined
by others’ eyes, externally—is a dead end.
Applied to Michelle Obama, the lack of brown in the skin feels first like a loss, and then like a
real gain. This is a different Michelle, a woman evacuated of celebrity, who appears
provisionally dreamlike, nearly a shadow. The mouth and the eyes and the strong arms that we
know are present, but fainter. From some distance, I can imagine, the figure might not be
immediately recognizable.
The tenure of the first black First Lady was defined by her no-nonsense charm, her easy beauty,
her rhetorical gifts, her championing of healthy meals for the young and the poor. She had a
long-lasting emotional effect on millions of people. And then she had to hand the baton to
Melania Trump.
One wonders what the sitter divulged to the portraitist, who has experienced her own trials—
deaths in the family, a heart transplant. One wonders how the years in the White House—which,
Michelle Obama reminded the country, had been built by slaves—affected her.
Retrieved from the artist site; http://www.amysherald.com/about/
Felix, D. (2018). The Mystery of Amy Sherald’s Portrait of Michelle Obama. Annals of
Appearances The New Yorker.
Retrieved from: https://www.newyorker.com/culture/annals-of-appearances/the-mystery-ofamy-sheralds-portrait-of-michelle-obama
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8. JEAN-MICHAEL BASQUIAT

1. Basquiat came from a culturally rich, yet troubled family.
•
•

His father was an immigrant from Haiti and his mother was an American of Puerto Rican
ancestry. This combined heritage made him fluent in English, Spanish, and French.
After his parents divorced and his mother was institutionalized for mental illness, he left
his father’s care due to physical and emotional abuse. He spent the next years homeless,
staying at friends’ houses, park benches, and abandoned buildings.

3. Basquiat’s street smarts and daring were instrumental in his rise to fame.
6. He died after seven short years in the industry.
Retrieved from : https://artlistr.com/jean-michel-basquiat-6-interesting-facts/
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9. FRIDA KHALO

-spinal injury and in constant pain as demonstrated in her paintings
-mexican woman
-self portaits that share her voice—the voice of her marriage, the voice of her physical pain and
she shows others how to express their own voice.
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10. SABINA ENGLAND

—sharing her
voice through a
quiet language.
—self expression as
“Other” in powerful
methods.
—bringing another
sample of courage
to students.

Filmmaker, Playwright, Performance Artist, ASL Poet. Recipient of Visionary Awards for
Emerging Artist of 2016. Shortlisted for 2018 British Muslim Awards— as a deaf woman.
interview: http://www.wearemovingstories.com/we-are-moving-stories-videos/2018/9/28/ladyfilmmakers-film-festival-deaf-brown-gurl
Retrieved from: https://www.sabinaengland.com/works.html
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11. DAPHNE ODJIG

“I learned to call the unconscious. I know now, as an adult, that everyone of us is a fusion of the
eternal, of ancestral wisdom or caution and a seer of the future – but some part of us always
remains capable of responding to the here and now with originality. Every one of us is an
inexhaustible source of wonderment, mystery and problem-solving potential. Somehow, each
day, some part of all those throughout our bloodlines, who have walked before us, walk with us
now. Yet there is always the aspect of unexpected newness."
“Every artist, either wittingly or unwittingly, must draw on this eternal source which is both
practical and mystical.”
“I hope within them you will find some element or theme that will speak to your own
universality and as well, something that speaks to your own uniqueness.”
Retrieved from : http://bearclawgallery.com/artists/daphne-odjig-prints/
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12. KEVIN COLE

“Increase Risk with Emotional Faith,”
When the artist was 18, his grandfather showed him a tree in his Tarry Arkansas neighborhood
from which African American men were routinely lynched for attempting to vote. HIs
grandfather added that when these men were killed, their neckties would be wrapped around the
hanging noose, The ties were a warning to other black men that African American should not
aspire to the stature or privileges of white people by exercising their rights as citizen or reaching
above their prescribed underclass status. Coles chilling memory of hits event inspired him to
incorporate the abstracted form of the necktie in his work. By doing, so he seeks to transform
this gruesome legacy into his contemporary vision of the inner strength, resiliency and selfdetermination of African American men.
Taken from the art tag at theThe National Museum of African American History and Culture by
Melissa Leaym-Fernandez
For some more reading:
http://onlyinark.com/culture/arkansas-artist-kevin-cole-smithsonian/
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13. ALMA THOMAS

One of my favorite painters! 35 years an art teacher and then had her first art show at age 80.
Reflections of her garden, she attended Howard University, becoming its first fine arts graduate
in 1924. Teaching allowed her to support herself while pursuing her own painting part-time. She
was the first African American woman to have a solo exhibition at New York’s Whitney
Museum of American Art, and she exhibited her paintings at the White House three times.
Retrieved from: https://nmwa.org/explore/artist-profiles/alma-woodsey-thomas
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14. Judy Gelles

Judy Gelles’ Fourth grade project gives voice to little people all over the world
She asked each student three questions:

Who do you live with?
What do you wish for?
What do you worry about?
Retired from : http://www.fourthgradeproject.com/
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15. Sascha Mallon

The opposite of gravity, ink and colored pencil on paper, 22 x 30, 2015
Michele Jaslow writes about my work: "Mallon's work of fierce dream worlds serve to ground us
in realities of pain and pleasure. It's an experience that allows the viewer a chance to enter worlds
that accompany lyrical stories. The work is full of iconography that has one foot in our world and
the other foot in a world of fairy-tale creation. The delicate drawing technique belies the strength
and determination of the characters……
Retrieved from : https://www.paperpencilair.com/
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17. Martha Wilson

Martha Wilson (b. 1947) is a pioneering feminist artist and gallery director, who over the past
four decades created innovative photographic and video works that explore her female
subjectivity through role-playing, costume transformations, and “invasions” of other people’s
personae.
Wilson, a native of Newtown, Pennsylvania, who has lived in New York since 1974, is esteemed
for both her solo artistic production and her maverick efforts to champion creative forms that are
“vulnerable due to institutional neglect, their ephemeral nature, or politically unpopular content.”
Described by New York Times critic Holland Cotter as one of “the half-dozen most important
people for art in downtown Manhattan in the 1970s,” Wilson remains what curator Peter
Dykhuis calls a “creative presence as an arts administrator and cultural operative.”
Read More: http://www.marthawilson.com/

18. Michela Martello
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Michela Martello works are humanistic, accessible, and consistently characterized by her use of
symbolism. A perpetually curious and interdisciplinary artist,
she brings together the traditional and contemporary influences of a variety of techniques, media,
themes, and cultures to create art that achieves a universal language of aesthetics that merges
centuries and crosses cultural bounds. Pen&Brush - 2017 - " Future is Goddess ''
Born in Grosseto, Italy. Studied illustration at the IED, Europe Institute of Design after which
she published works in over 30 books. In 1993 she shifted her focus to painting. In 1998 she
moved permanently to New York where she started her research as artist painter full time.
Indian Red pigment on Bura , a Bhutanese mens scarf—not worn by women, ever.
Retrieved from: https://www.michelamartello.com/

19.

Felice Tagliaferri
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Felice Tagliaferri is an internationally renowned artist who for over twenty years has
undertaken a very personal and particular path that he summed up in the slogan “Give shape to
dreams.” Blind since 14, his are in fact unseen sculptures that first originate in his mind and then
take shape through the use of his knowledgeable hands led by his remarkable tactile abilities.
The artist cleverly combines the most diverse materials: clay, marble, wood or stone. Each
material is treated and molded with different techniques, from the force used for carving the
marble to the delicacy with the plasticity in the modeling of clay.
Blind sculptor Felice Tagliaferri produces some of the finest, most beautiful sculptures in the world
today. His works have been renowned in the art community after he rose to fame in 2008 after
producing his own version of 1753 sculpture “Veiled Christ” after he was refused being allowed
to touch it so he could experience the masterpiece in his own way. Now, he makes it his life work
traveling the globe sharing his gift others.
Retrieved from: https://www.yescalabria.com/en/allaccademia-belle-arti-catanzaro-va-scena-lascultura-al-buio-lartista-felice-tagliaferri/
Retrieved from: http://www.cubebreaker.com/20-beautiful-sculptures-by-a-blind-artist-and-howhe-shares-his-gift-with-others/

20. Steven Wiltshire
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Stephen was born in London, United Kingdom to West Indian parents on 24th April, 1974. As a
child he was mute, and did not relate to other people. Aged three, he was diagnosed as autistic.
He had no language and lived entirely in his own world.
At the age of five, Stephen was sent to Queensmill School in London, where it was noticed that
the only pastime he enjoyed was drawing. It soon became apparent he communicated with the
world through the language of drawing; first animals, then London buses, and finally buildings.
These drawings show a masterful perspective, a whimsical line, and reveal a natural innate
artistry.
The instructors at Queensmill School encouraged him to speak by temporarily taking away his
art supplies so that he would be forced to ask for them. Stephen responded by making sounds and
eventually uttered his first word - "paper." He learned to speak fully at the age of nine. His early
illustrations depicted animals and cars; he is still extremely interested in american cars and is
said to have an encyclopedic knowledge of them. When he was about seven, Stephen became
fascinated with sketching landmark London buildings.
His site is great and Recommended—
Retrieved from: https://www.stephenwiltshire.co.uk/index.aspx
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21. Nina Thomas

Nina T

h

“We interrupt our disappearance,

omas

2018

This project was part of the Shape Arts ‘Ghost in the Machine’ at the Tate Exchange. 1
– 4th March 2018. This piece was inspired by the history of Martha’s Vineyard, an
island in Massachusetts, where a high incidence of hereditary deafness on the island
led to both hearing and deaf people using sign language to communicate with each
other. The project was the beginning of me making sense of my own deafness and my
reflections on that.”
She graduated with a degree in Illustration from the University of Derby in 2006 and completed
a Masters degree in Art and Media Practice at the University of Westminster in 2013. “My research
interests include: the history of underrepresented groups; the creation of immersive environments;
and devising interactive ways for people to engage with that research.”
An Active photographer, 2D artist, with video and collage works in the UK. IN addition she is an
activist for the Deaf.
member of The Film Bunch and a trustee at StageText. She has an incredible blog check it out:
http://www.ninathomas.org/blog/.

“Are we mistaking awareness for change?”
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22. Käthe Kollwitz,

-German Children Starving, 1924, charcoal on paper
-Sharing the realities of how children live, social justice images of
needed change, her work still relevant today.
-Emotionally filled works that motivate attention to the poor
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23. Faith Ringgold

The Dinner Quilt, 1986, Acrylic on canvas, fabric border, 48.5 x 66"

-A great storyteller, help your students learn how to tell their own
stories by sharing her own stories.
-sewing, making
-Sharing the stories of everyday, giving those moment value

Retrieved from: http://www.faithringgold.com/
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24. Tatyana Fazlalizadeh

These simple posters, created by New York City artist Tatyana Fazlalizadeh, carry a big message
about a type of gender injustice women face regularly: street harassment. The series, called Stop
Telling Women To Smile in reference to a common catcall, started in the fall of 2012 and is
ongoing by the artist.
The publicly displayed posters feature the portraits of women, along with a quote relaying their
experiences with street harassment. Fazlalizadeh hopes the captions speak directly to offenders
by placing the posters outside in public spaces where harassment happens.
Tatyana Fazlalizadeh is a Black/Iranian visual artist and Oklahoma City native. She is a painter
whose work ranges from the gallery to the streets, using visual art to address the daily oppressive
experiences of marginalized people through beautifully drawn and painted portraits.

Retrieved From: https://mashable.com/2016/09/24/public-art-social-good/#HuxcvAKEPOqt
Retrieved from: http://tlynnfaz.com/Bio-CV
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25. Shirin Neshat

-Her work, which has never been shown in Iran, essentially declares the
female presence in a male dominated culture. In her films and photographs,
the female gaze becomes a powerful and dangerous instrument for
communication.
-Much of Neshat’s work examines the physical, emotional, and cultural
implications of veiled women in Iran.
Retrieved from: https://nmwa.org/explore/artist-profiles/shirin-neshat
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25. Carrie Mae Weems

Weems's Sea Island Series captures the visible traces of the Gullah
community off the coast of Georgia and South Carolina. The Gullah are
descendents of slaves from Africa's "Rice Coast" (an area stretching from
Senegal down to Sierra Leone and Liberia) who were valued by American
colonists for their expertise in cultivating the difficult crop.
Weems, who was trained as a folklorist, documented the remnants of African
culture that have been preserved by this geographically isolated and tightly
knit community for the last three hundred years.
Here, this mattress spring hanging mysteriously in the trees-at first glance a
poetic intervention in the landscape-is meant to ensnare evil spirits.
Retrieved from: https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/283770
Retrieved from http://carriemaeweems.net/
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26. Yolanda M Lopez.

-Chicana feminist and conceptual artist
-Her interest in creating dignified and contemporary images of Chicanas
emerged from her dissatisfaction with media and popular representations of
Mexican and Mexican-origin women, which she could not reconcile with what she
saw growing up on the border, as a young adult in the San Francisco Bay Area,
or within her own family
Her project, Woman's Work Is Never Done, includes a series of prints, as well as the
installation The Nanny, which explores the invisibility of immigrant women as domestic
workers.
As a scholar as well as an artist, Lopez has taught studio classes and has lectured on
contemporary Chicano art at the University of California at Berkeley and San Diego.
Information at: https://www.library.ucsb.edu/special-collections/cema/lopez_y
https://www.chicano.ucla.edu/files/LopezGuide.pdf
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